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1. Background of the project and description of the target group  

Background of the project  

 

Project identification information 

Project name: Digital based tools aiming at the development of skills for internationalization 

Acronym: IN_DIGIT2EU 

Contract number: 2018-1-RO01-KA204-049514 

Erasmus National Agency: Romania  

Period of implementation: 24 months  

 

General goal: 

INDIGIT_2EU the project aims specifically at increasing a supply of high-quality skills 

development programs in the area of internationalisation that will suit individual needs of 

low skilled Europeans; facilitate the access to up skilling pathways in the area of 

internationalisation and increase a pool of human resources with internationalisation skills. 

Further, by supporting SMEs in overcoming internationalisation barriers it aims to increase 

SMEs competitiveness, international presence and internationalisation success rate. The mail 

declared goal is the development, test and delivery of a set of integrated online digital tools.  

 

Objectives: 

The INDIGIT_2EU project aims to fill the gap and provide an open user-oriented skills 

development path in the area of internationalisation that will allow in a time and cost-

effective way provide low skilled adults and SMEs with internationalisation skills.  

The main objective of the project is the development, test and delivery of a set of 

integrated online digital tools: 

✓ assessment tool to evaluate the readiness and gaps to be filled to successfully face 

internationalisation challenges 

✓ training course, completely delivered online, aiming at the development of skills 

of the target group, to support effective design and implementation of 

internationalisation processes in SMEs 

✓ methods facilitating international communication between engaged SMEs and 

support of the existing gaps. 
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The project is implemented by 6 partners from 6 participating countries:  

P1: ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD (Project Coordinator)  

P2: Danmar Computers LLC  

P3: GrantXpert Consulting  

P4: E&D KNOWLEDGE CONSULTING 

P5: TECHNICAL INSTITUTE OF HERAKLION CHAMBER  

P6: KAUNAS UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY  

 

 

Target group  

• Entrepreneurs and SMS staff and managers, current and potential  

• Participating Organizations  

• Relevant Stakeholders 
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2. Purpose of Best Practices  
 

The intellectual result gathered the experience and previous knowledge of the partners and 

stakeholders involved, together with the results of the pilot phase and the learning lessons to 

produce this comprehensive guide on how to effectively support the development of 

internationalization skills for SMEs. 

It covers relevant teaching and training guidelines on the topic of SME internationalisation 

based on our piloting testing outcomes and proven global best practices. The guide will 

provide the pilot testing phase experience - what worked well and what are the points for 

improvements, "do's" and "dont's" when trying to develop and offer such type of solution in 

this particular subject, advices and tips, as well as will include external best practices and 

comparison between the methodologies, outcomes, impact and other relevant factors. It will 

contribute for the exploitation of the outputs at its full potential. The results allows its users 

to understand the current state of the developments in the area, the effective innovation 

provided by the solution and can be easily to use as a base for users looking to develop further 

innovation in the area or apply the state of art in their practice. 

The results are of great importance importance for international transferability of results and 

will provide clear understanding of current state of innovation in the area, including the 

innovation by the project and directions for further developments. 

As such its dissemination is expected to allow agents interested in the area of 

internationalization training and education understand the state of the art, learn from the 

project experience, better understand needs of the target group and understand further 

possible directions for innovation in the area. 

To achieve this guide of good practices, the following steps were followed: 

1. Collecting best practices among project partners to use valuable information, which 

subsequently helped us in our design to obtain targeted intellectual products. 

2. Collecting best practices from our target group and stakeholders. Good practices are 

derived from their previous experience, and are used to achieve the final form of our 

intellectual outcomes. 

3. Obtain best practices from testing our intellectual products to support the information 

learning tool for greater exploitability and transferability. 
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The end result provides an international field of information in the area and will have a high 

level of transferability. 

3. Experience and knowledge of the consortium with adult education in 

the field of SMEs  
 

Who collected the information: all partners collected the information needed to make the 

best practice guide. 

How the information was collected: with the help of the best practice collection guide, which 

also contains a best practice collection template, each partner also collected from their 

partners information from stakeholders about relevant experience and knowledge in adult 

education in the field of internationalization of SMEs. 

When this information was collected: before the pilot phase, during IO2 delivery, in order to 

be able to transfer best practices and relevant information into our own results. 

What were the expected minimum results: each partner was responsible for identifying at 

least two good practices in adult education in the field of SME internationalization, such as 

knowledge transfer through consultancy, workshops, conferences, publications, such as 

formal education or informal. The partnership aims to provide practices from the national 

context. 

I. Case Overview  

Papadopoulou Konstantina 

II. Description  

I am insurance agent and Instructor of Recruitment of Insurers Partners of the Crete 

Network & Head of IDD Personal Data. One of the main reasons I decided to attend the 

IN_DIGIT2EU is I like the development as I want to provide high quality services to my 

clients in the field of insurance.  

a. Profile of participants  
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I am an insurance agent since 2012. I own my insurance agency center INSURANCE OF 

CRETE and I am an exclusive insurance agent in Ydrogios Insurance agency, recruiting 

network trainer of Crete Head of IDD Personal Data until today. 

b. Narrative of the previous learning experience  

Through the online IN_DIGIT2EU seminar, the lesson learned was how important is the business 

internationalization and how vital is the hierarchy and management of SMEs' business needs.  As an 

insurance agent from 2012 and an insurance agency owner, I cooperated with two other SMEs 

(based on the IN_DIGIT2EU business model and strategies). This cooperation helped me to raise my 

production and to make my first step for internationalist my business. 

c. Important tips and findings from the case / Lessons learnt 

IN_DIGIT2EU training helped me understand the Dimensional model of SMEs internationalization ( 

Institutions – Business Associations – Personal Relationships) and how I, as an SME's owner to utilize 

it. Also, how many cultures differences between North-South - East Europe there are. 

III. Conclusions  

In conclusion, the training was a very productive and training process as essential parts of the 

business organization became known, especially through interactive exercises and interactive videos. 

Through a virtual and interactive approach, they enabled us to realize how to make our business 

sustainable and competitive. 

IV.Links and references  

• http://womaninlove.gr/component/content/article/115-geniki/arthrta-evdomadas/2791-

osa-prepei-na-gnorizoun-osoi-epilegoun-na-asfalistoyn-ilektronika-sxetika-me-tin-leitourgia-

tis-diadiktyakis-

asfalisis?fbclid=IwAR31mvZMGVCYagqSRau8psnlRVpYhfmPWRb9N21DtacZgD58rwLji9JV2GA  

• http://womaninlove.gr/104-geniki/business-time-management/2577-hmera-idiwtikhs-

asfalishs-h-idiwtikh-asfalish-san-

thesmos?fbclid=IwAR31mvZMGVCYagqSRau8psnlRVpYhfmPWRb9N21DtacZgD58rwLji9JV2G

A  

• https://www.facebook.com/Papadopoulou.Nadiaydrogios.gr  

• https://www.ydrogios.gr/web/  

 

http://womaninlove.gr/component/content/article/115-geniki/arthrta-evdomadas/2791-osa-prepei-na-gnorizoun-osoi-epilegoun-na-asfalistoyn-ilektronika-sxetika-me-tin-leitourgia-tis-diadiktyakis-asfalisis?fbclid=IwAR31mvZMGVCYagqSRau8psnlRVpYhfmPWRb9N21DtacZgD58rwLji9JV2GA
http://womaninlove.gr/component/content/article/115-geniki/arthrta-evdomadas/2791-osa-prepei-na-gnorizoun-osoi-epilegoun-na-asfalistoyn-ilektronika-sxetika-me-tin-leitourgia-tis-diadiktyakis-asfalisis?fbclid=IwAR31mvZMGVCYagqSRau8psnlRVpYhfmPWRb9N21DtacZgD58rwLji9JV2GA
http://womaninlove.gr/component/content/article/115-geniki/arthrta-evdomadas/2791-osa-prepei-na-gnorizoun-osoi-epilegoun-na-asfalistoyn-ilektronika-sxetika-me-tin-leitourgia-tis-diadiktyakis-asfalisis?fbclid=IwAR31mvZMGVCYagqSRau8psnlRVpYhfmPWRb9N21DtacZgD58rwLji9JV2GA
http://womaninlove.gr/component/content/article/115-geniki/arthrta-evdomadas/2791-osa-prepei-na-gnorizoun-osoi-epilegoun-na-asfalistoyn-ilektronika-sxetika-me-tin-leitourgia-tis-diadiktyakis-asfalisis?fbclid=IwAR31mvZMGVCYagqSRau8psnlRVpYhfmPWRb9N21DtacZgD58rwLji9JV2GA
http://womaninlove.gr/104-geniki/business-time-management/2577-hmera-idiwtikhs-asfalishs-h-idiwtikh-asfalish-san-thesmos?fbclid=IwAR31mvZMGVCYagqSRau8psnlRVpYhfmPWRb9N21DtacZgD58rwLji9JV2GA
http://womaninlove.gr/104-geniki/business-time-management/2577-hmera-idiwtikhs-asfalishs-h-idiwtikh-asfalish-san-thesmos?fbclid=IwAR31mvZMGVCYagqSRau8psnlRVpYhfmPWRb9N21DtacZgD58rwLji9JV2GA
http://womaninlove.gr/104-geniki/business-time-management/2577-hmera-idiwtikhs-asfalishs-h-idiwtikh-asfalish-san-thesmos?fbclid=IwAR31mvZMGVCYagqSRau8psnlRVpYhfmPWRb9N21DtacZgD58rwLji9JV2GA
http://womaninlove.gr/104-geniki/business-time-management/2577-hmera-idiwtikhs-asfalishs-h-idiwtikh-asfalish-san-thesmos?fbclid=IwAR31mvZMGVCYagqSRau8psnlRVpYhfmPWRb9N21DtacZgD58rwLji9JV2GA
https://www.facebook.com/Papadopoulou.Nadiaydrogios.gr
https://www.ydrogios.gr/web/
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V. Annexes (photos, links ) 

I. Case Overview  

Pruthvish Kumar is a young entrepreneur developing a business idea (Grocer€) in the field of 

Marketplace, under an incubation programme in Portugal. In an advanced stage of development, the 

business project in the phase of investment discussion. 

The business strategy aims to reach internationalization in Europe within a period of 3 to 5 years. 

During the first months of incubation, the host incubator supported the development of the business 

model, proof of concept and access to investor through mentoring and one-to-one training.  

 

II. Description 

a. Profile of participants  

The case study is built upon the experience of Pruthvish Kumar (PK), a 24 years old entrepreneur, 

developing his business idea in Portugal. The entrepreneur has no previous business experience on 

external markets and his business has internationalization planned to start within a period of 5 years.  
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Under the multiplicity of profiles of the Portuguese participants in the piloting phase of the 

IN_DIGIT2EU project, the case study of Grocer€ allows to understand how the training programme and 

resources can be useful for young entrepreneurs in advanced stage of global businesses development. 

In the piloting phase of the IN_DIGIT2EU Online Learning Platform were engaged entrepreneurs with 

advanced development of business ideas, startups and established companies looking for 

internationalization or in the early stage of the internationalization process (eg. starting to operate in 

a new market). 

b. Narrative of the learning experience  

The dissemination of the IN_DIGIT2EU project and of the piloting phase of the Online Learning 

Platform, in Portugal, was made through the combination of different approaches: dissemination 

through key stakeholders (eg. local business associations, national networks of incubators and science 

parks), dissemination through website and social media pages, one-to-one contact with entrepreneurs 

and companies. 

PK, a young entrepreneur developing an online platform and service in the field of marketplace, was 

engaged in the piloting phase through a one-to-one contact. During the contact, IN_DIGIT2EU project, 

objectives and outputs were presented, and the piloting phase was explained. As a new and promising 

learning tool to support the internationalization strategy of the business, the entrepreneur showed his 

immediate interest in testing it. 

The experimentation was made by the entrepreneur at home, during COVID-19 lockdown period. A 

staff member of the PT partner remained available online to support the experimentation through 

guidance, clarification of doubts or any other need felt by the participant. 

The experimentation of the Online Learning Platform raised no questions or needs for support as, 

according to the entrepreneur, no problems were found in the testing experience. 

After the experimentation period, the entrepreneur communicated its conclusion. Short after he was 

contacted to provide information on the experience.   

c. Important tips and findings from the case  

From the feedback received the entrepreneur, the platform and resources available are very detailed 

and useful, well organized and with very high learning potential and value. 

From the available resources, the Self-Assessment tool was pointed as the most liked resource, 

evaluating the participant knowledge and pointing the modules from which the participant would 

benefit the most. 

On the other side, the layout of the main website was pointed as aspect to be improved in order to 

give more visibility to the links leading to the toolkit. 
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III. Conclusions  

The participant provided a high rating to the Online Learning Platform, considering it of high learning 

potential and value. As a learning tool, the participant highlights its value from “the ability to allow 

users to find succinct information that would benefit them without having to scroll through endless 

articles”. 

As an additional comment on the Online Learning Platform, the participant states “It’s honestly a 

brilliant initiative with a lot of scope”.   

IV. Annexes (photos taken during the piloting, etc.)  

ANNEXE 1 – Case Study interview answers | Pruthvish Kumar 

I. Case Overview  

Michael Constantinou.  

MC Institute of Public Relations (MCIPR) 

II. Description  

I did a few short – time courses on internalisation as part of my academic education. The 

INDIGIT_2EU programme was the most detailed, depth and up-to-the point programme I have 

done. I believe that a programme concerning doing international business solely through the 

digital science would be useful.    

a. Profile of participants  

My business field is providing training for professionals and services in the areas of public 

relations and communication. I participate in a chain of European institutions like mine and 

provide our services throughout the European countries. Therefore, whatever it has been learned 

through Indigit is of great importance.  

b. Narrative of the previous learning experience  

As referred before my education and experience on internalisation subject were of no 

significance. I went through a couple of short courses and surfing the internet.  

c. Important tips and findings from the case / Lessons learnt 

I found the material and relevant bibliography very useful. The real – life cases/examples given 

were also useful as well the videos/webinars. The negative I would record is that although we 

were told that we could communicate with other participants from other countries to exchange 

views and even work together on a project was not materialised.  
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III. Conclusions  

Concluding my brief reference regarding my training experience with Indigit I would say that 

was a pleasant, interesting and fruitful one. The Programme and material comprise it are of high 

level, in plain language and affordable to a beginner. I would straight recommend it to any 

beginner interested in gaining basic knowledge on internalisation.  

I. Case Overview  

Agnieszka Cyburt, President at CWEP (Center for Education and Entrepreneurship Support), Poland 

II. Description  

The Center located in Rzeszow, in the south east of Poland, is an association set up by a group of 

entrepreneurs, teachers and social activists. Its initial aim was to support the local community, creating 

a support network for entrepreneurs, yet since 2004 CWEP’s scope of activities has expanded. 

Currently CWEP is engaged in conducting activities related to the support and promotion of modern 

education and entrepreneurship, scientific research and consulting, as well as organizing training. 

Consulting support is provided for companies operating mainly in the Subcarpathian region. Scientific 

research is conducted within national and international projects aimed at improving the quality of 

business and education. The Association remains active in the analysis of learning habits and labour 

market trends for the support of adults with different experience and various age. 

The learning activities organized by CWEP are aimed especially at young adults. For them personalised 

training on the use of computer technologies, including digital calculations or operation of specialized 

software; strategies for success on the labour market, including curriculum vitae writing, preparation 

for interviews or letter of motivation composition, but also in relevance to the topics of projects under 

implementation by CWEP. Examples of training programmes offered within implemented projects 

include: multimedia presentation development, use of podcasting in education, use of gamification in 

increasing vocational competences of teachers or financial education and environmental awareness 

for schools. 

Learning activities are conducted face-to-face or via online modes. 

a. Profile of participants  

CWEP is a non-profit association formed for the support of science and enterprise development by a 

group of entrepreneurs, teachers and social activists, appr. 15 persons.  

b. Narrative of the previous learning experience  
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CWEP prepares learning materials in digital form or organizes handbooks for learners that participate 

in their training courses. The experience goes back to 2008, when CWEP for the first time participated 

in an educational project. Interesting learning experience can be demonstrated on the example of a 

national project implemented under the Regional Operational Programme of the Subcarpathian 

Voivodeship. The project was aimed at entrepreneurs in the SME sector and large companies 

interested in obtaining consulting support in the operation of their own businesses through the 

operation of an analytical information portal (API) for analysing sectorial trends and strategic analysis 

of the company. 

Valuable experience also comes from the participation in an Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs project 

under implementation from 2016 to beginning 2018, which was aimed at on-the-job-training from 

experienced entrepreneurs. Learning experience is also shared from the experience of associated 

teachers who continue to support CWEP in the realization of training programmes. 

c. Important tips and findings from the case / Lessons learnt 

Recognized can be the following advantages: the exchange of good practices among participants (or 

learners) and developing expertise or new know-how in the field of adult education for the benefit of 

the trainers and trainees. Yet, there are always areas for improvement, which should not be neglected, 

and in our case, it should be improving our communication with the participants, so they can easily 

find out about our training programmes and receive support also after completing their learning 

experience. 

III. Conclusions  

CWEP is devoted to providing training and consultancy, tailoring programmes and approaches to the 

needs of the target groups or approached individuals. Although the association especially supports 

young adults, it engages in activities related to various groups. It contributes to the development of 

competences in adults and providing support to entrepreneurs in developing business strategies. 

IV.  Links and references  

Link to Open Educational Resources: https://cwep.eu/en/category/projects/current-projects/  

Contact of learning provider, consultancy: Agnieszka Cyburt https://cwep.eu/en/kontakt/  

V. Annexes (photos, links etc.)  

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/CWEP.EU/ 

Logo: 

 

https://cwep.eu/en/category/projects/current-projects/
https://cwep.eu/en/kontakt/
https://www.facebook.com/CWEP.EU/
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I.Case Overview  

Lesław Stanisławczyk, owner of CK Edukator, Poland 

II. Description  

CK Edukator is a company located in Rzeszow (Poland) that belongs to the SME sector. Its main business 

activity is training and consulting services to the Polish market. The main thematic area of training and 

consultancy are entrepreneurial processes and information technology. An important target group are 

people with low qualifications, which often are unemployed and require guidance. For that reason, CK 

Edukator employs professional advisors that are able to guide people not only regarding professional 

development but also soft skills development and general life orientation.  

The company also has wide experience in the organisation of trainings within European Structural 

Funds, for which organisational and logistic skills are needed as the courses can take place in various 

places at the same time. Within these courses, trainers of CK Edukator have worked with different 

groups of learners, trying to support the process of learning with the use of ICT resources.  

The implementation of Erasmus+ projects is also a small part of CK Edukator’s activities. 

Learning activities are conducted in classrooms, with some exceptions (training part of Erasmus+ 

projects are carried out online). 

a. Profile of participants  

The company employs highly qualified trainers and advisers, with special attention to their 

qualifications (part of Erasmus+ the staff are university lecturers with a PhD), and experience in training 

(in many cases, trainers are members of professional associations). CK Edukator cooperates with appr. 

20 trainers. 

b. Narrative of the previous learning experience  

CK Edukator organizes entrepreneurial training, training on accounting and finance, and information 

technology training since 2013. It has trained hundreds of participants at regional level in the 

mentioned fields. In addition, a very important area is the vocational training, including certified 

training for the validation of qualifications acquired through non-formal learning after passing 

examination. Such courses lead to professional qualifications. In some cases, when required by law, 

organized is examination by a corresponding national organization. The company also has experience 

in adjusting training to the peculiarities of learners, e.g. making learning more accessible to persons 

with disabilities by organizing individual lessons or the choice of facilities adjusted to their disabilities 

(special computers, training rooms on the ground floor of buildings). 
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In terms of Erasmus+ projects, CK Edukator contributes to the development of online catalogues of 

tools to enhance basic and key competences of adults. The catalogues are in the form of on-line 

databases, allowing for the categorisation and assessment of existing open educational resources, 

targeted at VET trainers or adults (especially low-skilled). 

c.Important tips and findings from the case / Lessons learnt 

Conducting training with different groups of participants (unemployed, low-skilled, professionals, 

technicians, other) characterized by different learning styles (theorists, pragmatics, other) unfolds the 

need to adjust training programmes every time a training is organized. This is especially important in 

the case of disabled learners, and we have learned this over time. On the other hand, experience from 

training so many people, enriches the trainers’ perspective and approach towards education.  

A lesson learnt from the participation in Erasmus+ projects is that adults in different countries of the 

EU are characterised by different learning difficulties and as a result different approaches should be 

designed to support their training and growth. 

III. Conclusions  

CK Edukator is committed to delivering non-formal training on entrepreneurship and information 

technology, but also conducts courses leading to professional qualifications. Regardless of the type of 

course, the trainers adjust the training settings and materials to each group of learners, which is of 

high importance to meet the needs and expectations of any learner, including those with disabilities.  

IV. Links and references  

Links to Open Educational Resources: 

iPool Erasmus+ project http://www.i-pool.eu/  

CIT4VET Erasmus+ project https://cit4vet.erasmus.site/  

Contact of learning provider: Lesław Stanisławczyk http://ckedukator.eu/kontakt/  

V. Annexes (photos, links etc.)  

Link to website: http://ckedukator.eu/  

Logo: 

 

http://www.i-pool.eu/
https://cit4vet.erasmus.site/
http://ckedukator.eu/kontakt/
http://ckedukator.eu/
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I. Case Overview  

Agne Jaraite, Head of International Relations and Protocol Department at Kaunas Chamber of 

Commerce, Industry and Crafts, agne.jaraite@chamber.lt, +37062373520 

II. Description  

Kaunas Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Crafts (Kaunas CCIC) is a non-governmental and 

a non-profit seeking organization, one of the five regional chambers in Lithuania. Located in a 

centre of Lithuania, Kaunas CCIC is one of the biggest chambers in the country with more than 

500 member companies and 29 experts. The main activities of Kaunas CCIC are business 

community consolidation, representation of member's and general business needs and 

interests, support services for business development in the region and for international 

growth. 

In order to support the member companies’ growth and improve the competencies of the 

member employees Kaunas CCIC is constantly organizing various seminars, training or 

conferences. The events are covering all topics relevant to businesses: e.g. human resource 

management, accounting and finance, marketing and sales, export promotion and different 

markets, innovation management, business management, strategic decisions and etc. Every 

year Kaunas CCIC organize at least 5 conferences and hundreds of seminars and training, 

totally more than 2000 companies are engaged in these activities. 

     a.    Profile of participants  

Kaunas Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Crafts (Kaunas CCIC) is a non-governmental and 

a non-profit seeking organization, one of the five regional chambers in Lithuania. Located in a 

centre of Lithuania, Kaunas CCIC is one of the biggest chambers in the country with more than 

500 member companies and 29 experts. Narrative of the previous learning experience  

b. Narrative of the previous learning experience 

Before the COVID-19 pandemic Kaunas CCIC was organizing so many various training, 

seminars and conferences, more than 250 different events per year. But all of these event 

were organized physically, enabling business people to network – meet, exchange their 

contacts, discuss and share experiences. At the March 2020 because of the COVID-19 

pandemic and lockdown in Lithuania the situation rapidly changed and Kaunas CCIC was not 

able to organize anymore such events. In order to support the member companies and local 

mailto:agne.jaraite@chamber.lt
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businesses in such a difficult situation and provide them the new relevant information in the 

format of training and seminars, Kaunas CCIC reacted immediately and started to organize 

online events (webinars). During this period more than 60 online seminars and training were 

organized online. 

c. Important tips and findings from the case / Lessons learnt 

The main advantage in this case study is the quick reaction to the changing environment, that 

enabled Kaunas CCIC to provide relevant training and seminars to the companies at the exact 

time they needed them. This switching online enabled not to lose the clients (members), but 

to support them and provide with the information and material on new competences needed 

in this exchanging environment.  However, the online events are limiting one very important 

mission of Kaunas CCIC – to enable the members to Network. Therefore there is a need for 

new tools that would enable not just to present or discuss online, bust as well Network online.  

III. Conclusions  

Kaunas CCIC is the proactive and flexible organization, adapting to the changing environment. 

The main target audience of Kaunas CCIC is the companies and their employees, therefore the 

topics of organized training and seminars varies from accounting and finance to export or 

strategic decision management. Most of the seminars and training can be implemented 

online, however online event limits the networking possibility. 

IV. Links and references  

https://chamber.lt/renginiai/ 

https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=kauno%20prekybos%20pramon%C4%97s%20ir%20amat

%C5%B3%20r%C5%ABmai&epa=SEARCH_BOX 

 

I. Case Overview  

Vytautas Stankevičius, Head of Project management center (PVC), vytautas@pvcentras.lt  

II. Description  

a. Profile of participants  

PI PVC was established in 2003. The company's activities are based on project activities, the 

company employs 5 administrative staff / project managers, and project activities attract up 

to 30 experts with different qualifications in their field. The activities of the public institution 

https://chamber.lt/renginiai/
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=kauno%20prekybos%20pramon%C4%97s%20ir%20amat%C5%B3%20r%C5%ABmai&epa=SEARCH_BOX
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=kauno%20prekybos%20pramon%C4%97s%20ir%20amat%C5%B3%20r%C5%ABmai&epa=SEARCH_BOX
mailto:vytautas@pvcentras.lt
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include business consulting services, training, mentoring activities. We carry out various 

projects, during which trainings are organized, consultations are provided, practical activities 

are organized while learning is running. 

b. Narrative of the previous learning experience 

VšĮ PVC organizes trainings for different target groups. For a long time, the trainings were 

organized in the traditional way, inviting the participants to the physical training places. Most 

trainings use interactive methods such as moderation, experiential training, gamification, 

simulations, mentoring. Moderation techniques are very useful for problem analysis and 

finding reasonable solutions when different opinions need to be reconciled. Business games 

and simulations increase participants ’involvement and motivation to actively participate in 

training. Mentoring has been successfully applied in projects aimed at developing students 

’entrepreneurship. Mentoring and the development of entrepreneurial knowledge, both 

online and in workshops, lead to good learning outcomes. 

But now because of the COVID-19 pandemic the situation is rapidly changing we have to look 

for new solutions related to trainings organization. Now we are planning to replace the biggest 

part of trainings activities on line.   

c. Important tips and findings from the case / Lessons learned 

In most cases, training participants appreciate interactive teaching methods. The BONUS 

project (http://ibonus.eu/en/ ) provided training for mentors, economics and business 

teachers. All training material such as videos, slides, handbooks and other tools are uploaded 

on BONUS platform. The main advantage is that useful information can be obtained in one 

place and at any time; it is possible to study independently or engage in mentoring activities. 

Currently, because of the situation caused because of COVID-19 pandemic, new 

projects/trainings will be organized in blended learning approach. Some part of trainings will 

be organized on line (Zoom or other communication platform), and some workshops will be 

organized in traditional way. It is very important to choose appropriate communication 

platform. In accordance to practical experience, lecturers have to adopt training material and 

training practical activities to the on line teaching requirements. Usually, the participants of 

trainings or projects say that networking and real communication motivates to learn. 

Technological equipment for distance learning or communication is no less important than 

the platform used for training, so we purchase teleconferencing equipment, redesign 

http://ibonus.eu/en/
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workplaces so that they are mobile and normal indoor walls can be used as moderation 

boards. 

 

III. Conclusions  

Summarizing the long-term experience, considering the challenges of the constantly changing 

situation and the needs of the training participants, it is obvious that the blended learning 

approach will have to be used more and more in the future. More and more training is 

provided remotely in webinars or video formats. However, it should be borne in mind that 

social communication and contact are important for training participants. 

IV. Links and references  

www.pvcentras.lt  

I. Case Overview  

Birzaneanu Irina, Smartizan Office - coworking place, Romania, Arad 

II. Description 

I studied economics and international business in college and I was somewhat familiar 

with the notions presented in the modules on the e-learning platform. Because of this I 

understood the importance of internationalization and connecting to an international 

network. I also think that this aspect should be in the future planning of each company. I 

believe that alignment with internationalization standards, but also the exchange of good 

practices, is an essential aspect for any developing company. 

a. Profile of participants  

I’m coordinating the activity of a coworking place, in Romania, the city of Arad, close 

to the border with Hungary. The profile of our activity includes offering a space for 

collaboration, generator and support for innovative business ideas, dedicated to social 

entrepreneurs, beginners and freelancers. 

We are implementing a new style of work, for a new style of entrepreneurs. 

http://www.pvcentras.lt/
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Our goal is to become a physical platform in a stimulating and inspiring environment, 

where people can not only work, but also share knowledge, interact with each other, innovate 

solutions for the future and make ideas grow. 

Referring to the content of the INDIGIT_2EU platform, we can say that in terms of our 

business, being a new concept, our main inspiration and research platform refers to the 

international environment, where this field and this type of business is well known. The 

module on International networking helped us understand that we need to have strong 

international networking skills and what are the advantages of building a strong international 

network, where we can be inspired and where we can exchange information. 

b. Narrative of the previous learning experience  

Regarding my previous learning experience, as I said above, I studied Economics and 

International Affairs in college and learned about global management, international trade, 

export and import, international negotiation, international finance, etc. Although I studied 

this, I have not yet worked exactly in this field, but I think that all this knowledge has helped 

me to understand the international environment and to be able to adapt my management 

activities to the international standards. 

c. Important tips and findings from the case / Lessons learnt 

All the modules and webinars helped me to better understand the international 

environment. IN_DIGIT2EU helped me to clarify my notion of internationalization networks 

and the process of creating them, as well as their importance. 

As we are a business implemented close to the border with Hungary, the International 

Networks module helped me to learn more about the way people in Hungary communicate. I 

also learned how to develop my international skills and intercultural communication skills, so 

that I can be prepared to receive international clients and offer our services according to their 

needs. 

III.Conclusions  

In conclusion, I believe that the INDIGIT_2EU platform is a useful tool for all businesses, 

whether they operate locally or want to operate internationally. 

The fact that the evaluation test recommends specific modules for areas where you 

are not sufficiently prepared is very effective. Webinars are also useful and attractive. 

The platform is easy to use for beginners, and the information is easy to understand, 

but also to remember, due to the practical parts of each module. 
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4. Collecting information during piloting, training, dissemination phase  
Who collected the information: all partners. 

How the information was collected: Using the best practice collection template, different 

groups of participants are expected to be involved in the various project activities: 

- Entrepreneurs and staff and managers of SMEs, current and potential - as the main target 

group of the project whose project needs will address and design solutions, will be mainly 

involved in the piloting phase by experimenting with solutions (self-assessment) tool and 

training course) using the online platform. 

- Organizations such as the national chamber of commerce, incubators, science and 

technology parks, universities and others working with SMEs and entrepreneurs will be 

involved in the project, supporting the creation of communication channels between partners 

and target groups; 

- Stakeholders, who will follow the project from the beginning and cooperate with the 

partnership in designing solutions and supporting its delivery to end users; 

- Future users (adopters) of solutions, such as adult education and human resources 

organizations, organizations working in support of entrepreneurs and SMEs will be involved in 

dissemination activities; 

- External Advisory Committee, to be set up in each partner country. This council will include 

academic experts, representatives of target groups and organizations working with target 

groups, which will support the partnership and project development. 

When the information was collected: during the piloting phase, at the time of the training and 

during the dissemination events 

What are the minimum results obtained: Each partner was responsible for identifying at least 

two good practices in adult education in the field of SME internationalization, such as 

knowledge transfer through consultancy, workshops, conferences, publications, such as 

formal education or informal. The partnership aims to provide practices from the national 

context. However, if best practices were not identified at national level, external practices 

were provided. 
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I. Case Overview  

Kandilakis Paulos 

II. Description  

I have worked in many SMEs, and it helped me understand how I can take advantage of my 

cooperation with these companies and go abroad to continue my successful career there.  

I will work for a German company in the security sector, which collaborates with a company 

here in Greece. This company uses international strategies, international marketing, 

business internationalization models, etc. 

a. Profile of participants  

I am a professional Lifeguard and Security. I work in the field of security the last 10 years. 

b. Narrative of the previous learning experience  

A few months ago, I searched for a job abroad. The first company I reached was a German 

company which cooperates with a Greek company here in Crete. The first interview I gave 

was in front of the Greek company, and they informed me that I need to practice my 

German ( but I do not need a certificate), and I need only to wait to notify me when to start a 

job. Still, they informed me also that I have to stay in Germany to pay money for my stay 

there. I was suspicious of their credibility. As a result, I reached for a new company, and a 

few days ago, I gave my first interview in another company. Based on my knowledge of the 

IN_DIGIT seminar, I noticed some critical points (cultural differences) that helped me to 

certificate the credibility of this company. 

·      They were a formal interview 

·        The meeting was starting on time ( I noticed that Germans are extremely punctual, and 

even a few minutes delay can offend them) 

·        They were very typical; they asked me proofs for my previous work experience and my 

certificates ( languages, etc.) 

c. Important tips and findings from the case / Lessons learnt 

IN_DIGIT2EU training helped me understand the way of communication, German people's 

requirements in business, etc. Helped me to understand the fraud of the first company and 

to give an excellent interview 
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III.Conclusions  

INDIGIT training helped me understand the way of thinking, communication, German 

people's requirements in business, etc. Also, the Micro and Macro environment, the cultural 

and social environment of Germany, political, legal environment, economic environment, 

technological environment, the way of staff evaluation, selection procedures, etc. helped me 

adapt to the requirements of these companies. And finally, an assessment of the internal 

and external environment of the companies. 

IV.Links and references  

IV. Annexes (photos, links etc.) 

 

I. Case Overview  

Dr. Kostas Konis, CEO at Innovage Consulting  

II. Description  

Innovage Consulting is a boutique consultancy firm, focusing on supporting organisations, 

innovate, introduce new technologies, acquire new skills, solve challenges and 

internationalise their operations. Utilizing their own, well tested methodologies, Innovage 

Consulting is offering training and support in all aspects of the quality thinking process. Their 

unique approach helps executives understand how they should handle innovation so that it 

becomes part of their organization’s unique culture. Their strategic approach to innovation 

helps organizations become self-sufficient and capable. The team at Innovage Consulting is 

helping teams develop and manage their own innovation system, so that they do not rely 

continuously on external support and outsourcing. Utilising an extensive Partner and 

Associate Network, the team is able to provide comprehensive products and services that 

make innovation, and quality thinking, core competencies. This enables organizations to take 

advantage of the tremendous, usually unexploited, power of their intellectual capital and 

address markets in the international market. Innovage Consulting helps organizations in 

setting up strategic targets; monitors and manages performance evaluation and exploits the 

potential of SMEs intellectual capital.  

a. Profile of participants  
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Innovage Consulting is an SME with 4 full time executives.  

b. Narrative of the previous learning experience  

Innovage Consulting specialises in 3 core areas, whereas one of these areas focuses on training 

of SMEs and start-ups.  

Consulting: at this state the team at Innovage Consulting is utilizing their in-house 

methodologies of identifying problems and needs of clients in design thinking and innovation 

processes. At this stage, the clients also express their needs to innovate in order to address 

international/overseas markets.  

Training: a lot of time is invested in analyzing situations and agreeing objectives with clients 

before the actual training course. Topics of trainings vary and can be tailored made to the 

needs of the clients, but encompass the company’s overall scope, which is to help SMEs and 

start-ups utilise their brain-power effectively, learning how to become resilient innovators and 

take their operations in international markets.  

Technology advisory: Utilizing an international network in academia and business and a 

continuously enhanced knowledge and information system, the team manages to identify and 

recommend, the very best technologies that help organisations meet challenges, improve 

performance and differentiate. To date the team has managed to work closely with prestigious 

technology vendors from all over the world that supported Innovage Consulting clients.  

c. Important tips and findings from the case / Lessons learnt 

The systematic research and needs identification with the client at hand helps to design 

training sessions that are specific to the trainees, which is a very practical way to organise 

trainings. Also, a good blend of f2f and online training options are greatly appreciated by 

clients/trainees. Lastly, the continuous support from a real trainer/coach helps to maximise 

the training results, which is a crucial lesson learnt from this case study for our INDIGIT course.  

III.  Conclusions  

Innovage Consulting contributes to the development of competences in SMEs & start-ups 

executives and provides support to entrepreneurs in developing differentiated and valuable 

business strategies. 

IV.  Links and references  

Contact of learning provider, consultancy: Dr. Costas Konis  

V.  Annexes (photos, links etc.)  

Website: https://innovageconsulting.com/  

https://innovageconsulting.com/
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Logo:  

I. Case Overview  

Nikos Vardouniotis – SME in the field of tourism and leisure (accommodation)  

II. Description 

Topics covered so far: International Networking, International Marketing, Business models for 

internationalization, International Open Innovation Management, E-commerce. 

The training programme provides you with a plethora of well-structured information related 

to the 5 modules, including but not limited to theory, case studies, interactive exercises and 

resources. 

As the businesses operate worldwide by using the internet (online marketing & e-commerce), 

the modules related to e-commerce and the marketing may be enriched with additional 

information. 

a. Profile of participants  

The SME family business operates in the field of tourism and leisure. As it is not difficult to 

find and cooperate with agents in the target markets, the e-commerce design and 

development is significant for the sustainability and the growth of the business. Additionally, 

international marketing is equally important to better understand the target markets you are 

operating or you are planning to operate to. 

b. Narrative of the previous learning experience  

Both face-to-face and online learning have pros and cons. While face-to-face learning 

experience allows you to directly interact with other participants and the tutor, to be active 

within the classroom and ask questions in real-time, it requires your physical presence in the 

classroom by dedicating a significant amount of time (travelling, attending, etc.). 
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On the other hand, online learning provides you with the flexibility of managing your time 

efficiently, according to your personal needs, free and available time to dedicate to learning 

activities. Additionally, as the material is online (tutorials, webinars, interactive exercises) it 

makes the learning process easier, as you can always go back and refresh your knowledge. 

c. Important tips and findings from the case / Lessons learnt 

The resources and the links provided to relevant to each module websites were useful to 

identify additional sources of information. The case studies were also useful to understand 

the theory of each module while the exercises and the quizzes were helpful to refresh the 

knowledge acquired and to find parts of the modules which you may require to pay attention 

to.  

III. Conclusions  

A very well-structured online training programme which for sure will be helpful to any 

individual who aims to acquire a better understanding of how internationalization affects their 

business.   

IV.  Links and references  

(Links to Open Educational Resources, contact of learning provider, consultancy) 

https://www.academia.edu/13185672/OER_Internationalization_and_Globalization 

https://trends.google.com/trends/?geo=US 

https://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&as_sdt=0%2C5&q=international+marketing&btn

G= 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/ecommerce.asp 

https://www.marketingweek.com/ 

https://marketingland.com/ 

https://learndigital.withgoogle.com/digitalgarage 

 

 

 

 

https://www.academia.edu/13185672/OER_Internationalization_and_Globalization
https://trends.google.com/trends/?geo=US
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&as_sdt=0%2C5&q=international+marketing&btnG
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&as_sdt=0%2C5&q=international+marketing&btnG
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/ecommerce.asp
https://www.marketingweek.com/
https://marketingland.com/
https://learndigital.withgoogle.com/digitalgarage
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I. Case Overview  

Rzeszow Regional Development Agency 

II. Description  

The objective of the Rzeszow Regional Development Agency (RRDA) is to support the 

development of the Subcarpathian Region in Poland, improve the quality and standard of life 

of its inhabitants, advertise the possibilities offered by the region - including its outstanding 

natural landscape, tourist potential, as well as to promote a new image of the Subcarpathian 

Region as a modern, innovative and economically developed region. RRDA is a one of the key 

regional institutions supporting social, economic and technology growth of the Subcarpathian 

Region, as well as significantly affecting its national and international development through 

the implementation of diversified initiatives and projects.  

RRDA is a public institution (non-profit association of regional government) established in 

1993 by Self-government of Subcarpathian Region (Policy Maker – Managing Authority of 

Regional Operational Programme of the Subcarpathian Region) for the development of 

cooperation at regional, national and international level, including responsibility for the 

development and implementation of projects. 

The area of activity of RRDA, however, is not only the Subcarpathian Voivodeship, as many 

projects implemented by the Agency have a supra-regional and even international scope. 

a. Profile of participants  

RRDA S.A. has a large human resources potential. It employs over 180 people, including 

lawyers, economists, sociologists, financiers, engineers and design specialists. They all have 

the necessary experience and knowledge needed to provide the services offered. Additionally, 

an impressive network of specialists cooperates with the Agency on specific thematical areas. 

b. Narrative of the previous learning experience  

RRDA conducts activities serving the comprehensive development of the its region by 

concentrating and mobilizing the potential of local communities, as well as advisory and 

service activities in the processes of restructuring, opening and supporting economic 

ventures, promoting the region and acquiring foreign aid funds. It also supports companies 

that have or want to establish international contacts, for which contact with RRDA will be 

treated as a way of influencing the wider market, including competitive foreign markets. 
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An example of an initiative is Start In Subcarpathian Platform. It is co-funded by the EU with 

the goal to support the development of innovative start-up companies by creating a 

comprehensive incubation program to transform business ideas into products / services, 

adapting them to market needs according to the adopted methodology (e.g. Customer 

Development, Lean Startup or Design Thinking) and developing profitable business models, 

enabling start-ups to enter the market.  Another initiative of RRDA supporting start-ups is the 

Rzeszów Startup Accelerator addressed to young, ambitious people who have innovative ideas 

and are looking for opportunities to implement them in life. In fact, RRDA is a hub for new 

ideas and an accelerator of development for start-ups and businesses striving to grow. 

c. Important tips and findings from the case / Lessons learnt 

Through the organization of initiatives for the development of new business opportunities, we 

learn from our clients about arising user expectations and about the needs of would-be 

entrepreneurs in starting their businesses. Working with entrepreneurs expands the 

perspective and allows us to contribute to innovation.  

III.  Conclusions  

RRDA studies the needs of entrepreneurs and promotes the development of entrepreneurship 

in the region. It is especially a hub for new ideas and an accelerator of development for start-

ups and businesses. It is responsible for the transfer of knowledge through consultancy, 

workshops, conferences, publications and the implementation of projects at regional and 

international level. 

IV.  Links and references  

Link to website and contact information: http://rarr.rzeszow.pl/kontakt/  

Links to projects under implementation: http://rarr.rzeszow.pl/projekty/  

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/RARR.Rzeszow/  

http://rarr.rzeszow.pl/kontakt/
http://rarr.rzeszow.pl/projekty/
https://www.facebook.com/RARR.Rzeszow/
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I. Case Overview  

Center for Training and Research INNEO 

II. Description  

The Center for Training and Research INNEO is an association based in Rzeszow (Poland), 

founded with the motivation to support its region, which used to be one of the most 

disadvantaged regions in Poland – with low income and high unemployment rate. At the same 

time the founders were aware of the capacity of their city to be an innovative living 

environment with an interesting economic profile and big percentage of young, educated 

people. Thus, at the beginning, its activities were aimed at local level, including the 

organization of workshops and classes related to entrepreneurship and labour market issues. 

This allowed to develop a good network of contacts at local level (private education providers, 

NGOs providing training, public institutions supporting entrepreneurial activities) and after 

two years of acting locally the association decided to start participating in EU projects, but still 

for the development of knowledge, skills and competences in the Rzeszow community. INNEO 

is currently involved in the development of projects at national and international level. 

However, their main objective is still providing education, training and research for social and 

economic development.  

a. Profile of participants  

The staff of INNEO consists of members with knowledge and experience in training and 

research, chiefly in the areas of labour market opportunities and entrepreneurship. The staff 

is experienced in project management, evaluation and monitoring, dissemination and 

exploitation of results, development of training programmes and research in the field of social 

and economic development. INNEO includes appr. 15 members. 

b. Narrative of the previous learning experience  

INNEO provides training at regional level on basic computer skills, management and how to 

start a business, among others. Since the beginning of its creation, the main operation of 

INNEO was providing training and research activities. The members of the association 

continue to carry out research concerning data about the labour market, entrepreneurship, 

education and creative industries, as well as training courses. However, over time the scope 
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of activities has expanded, now including project management and dissemination activities. 

The Center also works with SMEs and entrepreneurs supporting them in work-based learning 

and other training possibilities.  

c. Important tips and findings from the case / Lessons learnt 

Thanks to the participation in EU projects we have a chance to provide training in a broader 

context with international exchange of good practices and experience. On the other hand, 

while working with SMEs, we can better understand the needs imposed by the market to 

better adjust the training courses we deliver and the projects we participate in.  

III.  Conclusions  

INNEO is devoted to supporting entrepreneurship and professional development at local and 

European level. Engaging in projects with diverse partners allows for the collection of different 

perspectives related to various areas of life increasing know-how of its participants. The 

experience we acquire from the implementation of projects allows to better adjust our 

training programmes, which is also an outcome of research conducted by INNEO. The Center 

values its cooperation with SMEs and public institutions from the region. 

IV. Links and references  

Links to website and contact information: http://inneo.org.pl/en/contact/ 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/osbinneo/  

 

 

I. Case Overview  

Vitalija Venckuviene (business consultant, educator, trainer, freelancer, IPMA C certified 

project manager) 

II. Description  

Vitalija Venckuviene works as freelancer and self-employed in the field of business consulting 

and non-formal education since 2015. Training activities and non-formal education covers 

such topics as finances, LEAN Project management, Cost benefit analysis and Design Thinking. 

The POINTS OF YOU tool to reveal team roles and identify personal and team goals in hands-

on training. Consulting services are provided for companies in the field of project management 

and lean manufacturing. Learning activities are conducted in face to face or blended learning 

http://inneo.org.pl/en/contact/
https://www.facebook.com/osbinneo/
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approach and experience covers training young entrepreneurs, adults, participating in 

different international projects.   

a. Profile of participants  

Vitalija Venckuvienė - Doctor of Economics, IPMA C certified project manager, has more than 

5 years of experience in conducting practical project management seminars, consulting 

companies and practical work in the field of project management. Applies tools such as the 

Balanced Scorecard, LEAN Project Management Methods, Cost-Benefit Analysis, Earned Value 

Method, Design Thinking, and the POINTS OF YOU tool to reveal team roles and identify 

personal and team goals in hands-on training. 

b.  Narrative of the previous learning experience  

The biggest training experience is related to Lean Manufacturing trainings. Lean 

Manufacturing is popular methodology for improving complicated manufacturing processes. 

For many companies, it aims at eliminating wasteful processes and only delivering value to 

the customer. It means, that Lean aims to remove unnecessary costs by directing you to only 

produce exactly what the customer is willing to pay for. Lean manufacturing emphasis 

optimization of product flows across departments, technologies, and assets to customers. 

Lean is popular due its benefits: eliminates waste; Requires less manpower and human effort; 

Reduces costs; Keeps processes flowing; Improves lead times; Increases product quality; 

Simplifies management of information systems. However, Lean manufacturing has its 

challenges. How to find best trade of between quality and saving cost, how to convince people 

for continues improvement, which tools to use, how to not be stuck in the analysis -paralysis. 

These trainings mostly used traditional teaching materials and interactive teaching methods. 

We also use traditional teaching methods in project management training, but we use 

simulations (business games) when possible and with proper preparation of the participants. 

Blended learning approach was applied to the teaching of entrepreneurial skills for youth. 

However, we faced with some challenges while applying blended learning. The participants 

have to be prepared for trainings online. Also, o line learning environment should work 

smoothly.    

c. Important tips and findings from the case / Lessons learnt 

Some prons and cons were discovered in using different learning activities. Face to face 

learning activities are useful when you want to ensure the social contact of the participants, 

organize interactive activities, get to know the emotions of the participants. Distance learning 

https://mosimtec.com/insights/disadvantages-of-lean-manufacturing/
https://mosimtec.com/insights/disadvantages-of-lean-manufacturing/
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is attractive to participants due to the opportunity to learn anytime from anywhere. However, 

if synchronous training takes place, the lecturer faces the challenge of paying enough 

attention to each participant. In order to provide high-quality distance or blended learning 

training, the lecturer must carefully consider the course of the training, properly select the 

training material and formulate the tasks. In distance training, it is crucial to motivate 

participants to complete the course. 

Sometimes participants of face to face trainings says that distance learning cannot substitute 

the contact learning, and especially when it comes to practice learning. And Lean is usually 

about practice. 

III. Conclusions  

Finally, for my understanding communication is a key to success.  In every step above, an 

effective communication is needed to ensure continues improvement. Everyone should know 

what the change like will be, who is responsible. What is more it is important for training 

participants, that lector/consultant is for training and actions must be taken independently by 

themselves. 

 

I. Case Overview  

,,Romecis’’ JSC, Tadas Juknius (CEO), tadasjuknius@inbox.lt, phone +37069683975 

II. Description  

The ,,Romecis’’ JSC is startup company developing new innovative products for health care, 

aromatherapy, also developing new generation antimicrobic nanomaterials for  treatment of 

difficult infection diseases. The company is very young, founded before 6 months, but already 

successful – the idea to create nanocoatings against corona virus was government granted. 

During the courses, the main aims were to get basic knowledge about business model canvas, 

international business and to exploit the possibilities of online consultations. 

a. Profile of participants 

The startup have only two team members, the products, web pages and posters designer, and 

researcher – innovator with experience in nanotechnology, biomedicine.   

b. Narrative of the previous learning experience  

mailto:tadasjuknius@inbox.lt
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The CEO had participated in SCIENT project, presented the novel business idea for local and 

Cyprus communities. During the project, I participated in training programme that was 

customised for young entrepreneurs. The programme was based on face to face practical 

workshops. There were some topics related to business expansion abroad.  

c. Important tips and findings from the case / Lessons learnt 

 It should be noted, that all necessary information for young business were presented in 

concentrated form, and it was very welcome. For my opinion, the one student could learn the 

basic and concentrated information about different topics, when specific knowledge was 

needed the additional information was provided by project lectures during consultations. The 

necessary knowledge demand rises when business meets the real cases, market etc., and for 

my opinion some information about startups administration, documentation, taxes, 

import/export, could be provided from specialists like tax inspectors, accountants from 

several countries. For example, I want to start a business in Germany or England, or I want to 

expand my business, or import goods or merchandises, what should be the first step, how 

much it will cost, what taxes will be? 

III. Conclusions 

The learning course improved the knowledge of busines model, international market, also 

provided useful information about e-commerce and clusters, gained knowledge will be useful 

in growth of our starup company.   

 

 

I. Case Overview  

Soim Horatiu, BONART CONSULTING SRL, Romania, Arad 

II. Description 

I am a teacher at the Vasile Goldis Western University of Arad, for more than 20 

years, where I teach management and marketing. 

The notions presented in the platform are mostly known to me, but they represent 

an interest in the applicability part, because I would like to expand internationally the 

business I own in parallel with the teaching activity. 

I believe that we always have something to learn from any experience, and the 

internationalization part is a key element in this globalizing economy. 
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a. Profile of participants  

I am a teacher at the university and I teach management and marketing to students. 

I have also been a management and business consultant since 2003, when I set up 

a consulting company - BONART CONSULTING SRL. 

Our business profile includes professional services enhanced by experience in 

attracting European, governmental and international funding, programming and financial 

analysis, management and marketing through a personalized and creative, direct and 

familiar approach.  

In the business I coordinate, we respect the requirements and exigencies involved 

in each project in a creative and personalized way, and the final result is always 

distinguished by quality and relevance. That is why one of our future goals is to offer 

consulting and support for international clients, according of their needs 

Going through the INDIGIT_2EU platform, we got an overview of how we can start 

this process of internationalization and expansion of the activity. 

I was interested in the International networking module because I believe that 

understanding business etiquette and the culture of the market you’d like to do business 

in is critical to success. Members of your network will give you insights into doing 

business in the market. You want to understand the culture and how business is done. 

 

  

b. Narrative of the previous learning experience  

 Regarding my previous learning experience, I teach in the economic field and I am 

familiar with the concepts of internationalization, global management, international 

marketing, etc. 

Also, throughout my professional career, I have been part of several international 

cross-border education projects. Also, at the university where I teach, there are many 

students from abroad, so I had the opportunity to learn something from their culture, to 

learn that I have to adapt my teaching activity according to each of my students. 

 

c. Important tips and findings from the case / Lessons learnt 

 Both the IN_DIGIT2EU Platform and the modules and webinars are very 

interesting. Going through them, I learned a lot of notions that I am sure I will apply in the 
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internationalization process of my business consulting company. Thus, I will be able to 

address international clients, but also to adapt to their needs, the consulting and business 

management activity. 

It is important to create a network and to design a business model that will fit on 

the international market. 

III.Conclusions  

 In conclusion, I found the INDIGIT_2EU platform useful, an attractive and 

interesting way to learn new concepts and implement internationalization ideas. 

I also think that I could use it in my teaching activity, as an interactive tool for my 

students. 

 

5. Best practices in INDIGIT_2EU training business internationalization 

of SMEs  
 

Who collected the information: the information comes from all partners 

How this information was collected: Using the Best Practices Information Template Survey, 

each partner provided information from their target group on their piloting experience, this 

tool helped us identify best practices. , relevant and with transferable results. Using the best 

practice template, each partner prepared a final document with at least two best practice 

presentations, which are a model for the end use of the intellectual results of the project. 

When information was collected: during the pilot phase 

What are the minimum results obtained: each partner was responsible for identifying at least 

two good practices. 

The answers to the following questions have been translated from Polish. 

Are you an entrepreneur with previous experience in business on external market? 

Yes 

Are you an entrepreneur with future planned business internationalization? 

Yes  

What was your overall description from your experience with INDIGIT 2EU? 

I was informed about the implementation of the project from the very beginning and accepted 

the invitation to join the external advisory board. Therefore, I was aware of the topics of the 

e-learning from an early stage of the project development. When the platform was ready in 
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the Polish language version I registered as a participant. However, I already checked some 

components of the course some time before together with staff from Danmar Computers. 

Overall, I think it is a good idea to provide a combination of tools through one platform, so e-

learning, webinars, self-assessment and the possibility of sharing experience with other 

professionals. This approach allows for the user to decide which tool is more attractive for 

them. It is also good that some parts do not require registration, as some individuals may leave 

the page faced with this obligation. Also, I wasn’t entirely convinced with the registration 

process, since this project result is an open educational resource, in my opinion any additional 

step before accessing the course does not fully reflect the “openness”, even if the course is 

for free. On the other hand, if users insert their data while registration, the project partners 

can contact them for feedback on their learning experience or to provide additional 

information on internationalization strategies and remaining project activities. Speaking about 

the content of the modules, I assess it as well-chunked and so to be used by businesses at 

different stages of an internationalization process. However, due to the fact that going 

international is a complex and long process, a lot of time and effort is required to learn about 

all the procedures and requirements before the expansion to international market. Some 

starting points are related to research, promotion and the type of business, and this 

information can be learnt from the INDIGIT e-learning modules. 

How do you rate the training toolkit? (from 1 to 5, 5 is the highest score) 

Usability 4  

Clarity of instructions 5  

The content in terms of its relevancy with business internationalization 4 

The learning potential of such toolkit 5 

Do you think the learning experience reach your leaning purpose? Can you please explain 

what aspects helped you to reach your learning purpose? 

The programme meets my initial expectations and I can say that my learning purpose has been 

partially met. Like I said before, internationalization is a complex and long process, and a lot 

of time and effort is necessary, besides the know-how, to go international. What is priceless 

is also the network of contacts facilitating the implementation of various business activities, 

especially in the context of internationalization, where the experience shared by others can 

simplify or lead to specific actions. For me as an IT person, digital aspects are important, e.g. 

that I can carry out administrative work from the PC, analyse data collected in the system or 

carry our advertising campaigns online.   

Did you encounter any problems during learning period? If yes, can you please explain 

details? 

No 

Which aspects of the learning toolkit did you like the most? 
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I spent most time analysing the module on e-commerce since it is related to digitalization - in 

line with my professional activities. The information provided within this module is useful. The 

most interesting, are the video tutorials, also the fact that they are available on YouTube, so 

they can be easily shared. 

Which aspects of the learning toolkit could be improved? 

A good idea would be to add a website description that this is a theoretical course for aspiring 

entrepreneurs. I would also consider the registration to the course, whether it is necessary.  

What do you think is the learning value of the learning toolkit? 

The learning toolkit provides useful training paths for would-be, current and future 

entrepreneurs, not necessarily planning internationalization, but anyone interested in 

acquiring knowledge on the topics addressed in the training modules. Additionally, users are 

faced with a choice of different digital tools (exercises, webinars, discussion group, etc.), which 

facilitates their engagement / motivation. 

Did you find useful the learning during the webinars? If yes, can you please explain details? 

If no, can you please explain details? 

Yes. For me this was the most interesting part of e-learning. It is also very useful that the 

videos are available on YouTube, so they can be easily shared. 

Which aspects of the webinars did you like the most? 

The fact that the webinars were recorded by partners themselves, with the physical face of 

the speaker shown on screen, making them more personal.  

Which aspects of the webinars could be improved? 

I don’t have any additional remarks. 

What do you think is the learning value of the webinars? 

The webinars enrich the learning experience, being an alternative to text-only content. They also 

introduce a more personal perspective to the learning by the possibility of tracking the speaker’s 

message while watching the video.  

Are there any additional comments for project? 

No 

Business field 

SME, IT company 
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Are you an entrepreneur with previous experience in business on external market? 

Yes 

Are you an entrepreneur with future planned business internationalization? 

Yes 

What was your overall description from your experience with INDIGIT 2EU? 

My overall impression was positive. I can say this both about the topics, content and structure. 

I mainly focused on checking the digital solution applied to the proposed learning material. I 

am not sure about the self-assessment – although it recommends a learning path based on 

the answers of a user, the user may already have chosen the modules to investigate, which 

will not be the same as allocated by the system. On the other hand, the self-assessment can 

be an optional tool. Users that are not sure which modules to start working on will definitely 

benefit from the tool. However, I would recommend more general self-assessment questions. 

I can express my satisfaction with the webinars. I think they an effective solution for people 

lacking enough time to follow traditional learning content. I have this observation also from 

my own practice, where I have to regularly come up with newer approaches to engage my 

learners. The INDIGIT training programme is interactive enough to attract more demanding 

learners and it is easy to follow. More video or graphics could increase its attractiveness.  

How do you rate the training toolkit? (from 1 to 5, 5 is the highest score) 

Usability 4 

Clarity of instructions 4 

The content in terms of its relevancy with business internationalization 4 

The learning potential of such toolkit 5 

Do you think the learning experience reach your leaning purpose? Can you please explain 

what aspects helped you to reach your learning purpose? 

My learning experience can be assessed as positive. I can say that the content of the training 

and the digital solutions applied for the implementation of the training in an online mode are 

satisfactory enough to engage anyone thinking about internationalization to follow the 

course.  

Did you encounter any problems during learning period? If yes, can you please explain 

details? 

No 

Which aspects of the learning toolkit did you like the most? 
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Definitely the webinars. It is also good that after enrolling in the course there is no time limit and the 

material remains available for users to continue learning at their own time and pace. 

Which aspects of the learning toolkit could be improved? 

I would recommend more general self-assessment questions. I also recommend using more video or 

graphics. But this is the opinion of someone who doesn’t have time to read much. 

What do you think is the learning value of the learning toolkit? 

The toolkit is a comprehensive learning resource. It is good for those starting to think about 

internationalization, but also anyone that is interested in the topic and not necessarily planning to or 

with the capacities to go international. Experienced entrepreneurs can also consult the material and 

review knowledge or resort for the contact with others at international level for exchange of 

experience.  

Did you find useful the learning during the webinars? If yes, can you please explain details? 

If no, can you please explain details? 

Yes, this is my favourite part. I think it is an effective solution for people lacking enough time to follow 

traditional learning content, and also people like myself, not necessarily lazy to learn new things, but 

very busy throughout the whole week. 

Which aspects of the webinars did you like the most? 

It is hard to say. I like them in general. But to choose one aspect – the figure of the speaker, which 

makes the impression that you are participating in a live session. 

Which aspects of the webinars could be improved? 

All I can say is that there could be more webinars. No other comments. 

What do you think is the learning value of the webinars? 

You can take notes while listening, at the same time not losing time. You have the feeling the webinar 

is designed especially for you. You can go back to them at any time and how many times you want to, 

and each time you will detect new information. Visuals are easier to remember than plain text. 

Are there any additional comments for project? 

No 

Business field 

SME, training company 
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Are you an entrepreneur with previous experience in business on external market? 
 

 No 
 

Are you an entrepreneur with future planned business internationalization?  
 

Yes 
 

What was your overall description from your experience with INDIGIT 2EU?  
 

Delighted me INDIGIT 2EU with the usefulness of the topics, informative, and providing 
practical information. 
 

How do you rate the training toolkit? (from 1 to 5, 5 is the highest score) 
 

Usability   5 
 

Clarity of instructions   5 
 

The content in terms of its relevancy with business internationalization  5 

 
The learning potential of such toolkit    5 
 

Do you think the learning experience reach your leaning purpose? Can you please explain 
what aspects helped you to reach your learning purpose?   
 

My learning purpose was to form an overall broader picture of the work process and the 

logical sequence of actions in the internationalization area. And those topics was most 

valuable for me: 

 What kind of partners can be the best source of knowledge for your 

internationalisation and how can you obtain the knowledge you need? 

 How to build innovation network that will contribute to international growth of your 

company? 

 How to manage innovation network? 

 

Did you encounter any problems during learning period? If yes, can you please explain 
details?  
 

No, I didn't. 
Which aspects of the learning toolkit did you like the most?   
 

 I like most the links in the topics, which allowed me to take a deeper and wider look at the 
topics. 
 

Which aspects of the learning toolkit could be improved?  
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Little bit more of graphic design and everything will be perfect. 
 

What do you think is the learning value of the learning toolkit? 

 

Adaptation of information to real work situations. And exploring future issues that are already 

an opportunity to clarify by researching topics. 

 
Did you find useful the learning during the webinars? If yes, can you please explain details? 
If no, can you please explain details? 

 

Absolutely yes.  In the webinars most useful were insights into real-life situations and 

recommendations for creating and developing international business. 

 
Which aspects of the webinars did you like the most? 

  
Insigts and recomendations. 
 

Which aspects of the webinars could be improved?  
 
I would recommend improving the sound quality. 
 
What do you think is the learning value of the webinars?  
 
Different people share their knowledge, insights, and experience. 
 
Are there any additional comments for project?  
 
This project save a lot of my time, for full filling my lack information of internationalization 
area. I appreciate this project. 
 

Age – 30; 

Sex – Female; 

Business field - Front-End Web development, App creation; 

Size  - Individual business. 
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Are you an entrepreneur with previous experience in business on external market? 

 

 No 

 

Are you an entrepreneur with future planned business internationalization? 

 

No 

 

What was your overall description from your experience with INDIGIT 2EU?  

 

EXCELLENT 

 

How do you rate the training toolkit? (from 1 to 5, 5 is the highest score) 

 

Usability  4 

 

Clarity of instructions 4 

 

The content in terms of its relevancy with business internationalization 5 

 

The learning potential of such toolkit 4 

 

Do you think the learning experience reach your leaning purpose? Can you please explain 

what aspects helped you to reach your learning purpose? 

 

Yes. Concentrated learning material allowed to reach my learning expectations.  

 

Did you encounter any problems during learning period? If yes, can you please explain 

details? 

 

No, any specific problems.  

Which aspects of the learning toolkit did you like the most? 

 

In my opinion, marketing learning toolkit is the best and most valuable.  

Which aspects of the learning toolkit could be improved? 

 

I would suggest to include networking opportunity. 
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What do you think is the learning value of the learning toolkit? 

 

The biggest value of this learning toolkit is possibility to learn new things or improve 

knowledge without traveling to physical training facilities. Participants will save time and be 

able to study any time.  

 

Did you find useful the learning during the webinars? If yes, can you please explain details? 

If no, can you please explain details? 

 

As I mentioned before, the concentrated material in one place is the most useful and valuable 

point during the webinars also.  

 

Which aspects of the webinars did you like the most? 

 

I enjoyed being able to see the faces of the lecturers. Seeing real lecturers makes training more 

attractive and motivates to complete all topic.  

Which aspects of the webinars could be improved? 

 

There were no specific aspects of the webinars that are needed to be improved.  

 

What do you think is the learning value of the webinars? 

 

• Saving time 

• Possibility to study after working day in the evening.  

 

Are there any additional comments for project? 

 

 No.  

 

Age 35 

Sex Male 

Business field  Startups 

Size Small 
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I. Case Overview  

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY PARK OF CRETE (STEP-C) 

II. Description  

STEP-C established by the Foundation for Research & Technology-Hellas (FORTH), the largest 

Research Centre in Greece, in 1993. The mission of STEP-C is to offer incubating facilities, 

training and mentoring to start-up companies working in new and emerging technologies. 

Specialized professional services are offered in order to assist and guide them to: 

• Unleash their potential through innovation 

• Assess and secure their intellectual capital  

• Support better their business interests and needs  

• Transfer their technological advancements into the manufacturing of innovative 
products and services 

STEP-C organises training seminars, provides mentoring services, Intellectual Property 

management and exploitation services and support startups to participate in national and EU 

funded projects, networking, collaboration and internationalisation.    

Over the last 10 years, STEP-C participated in a number of EU projects, aiming to support 

new companies in business growth, educational activities and internationalization. In 

collaboration with the local Universities, organised and offered a number of training 

seminars in entrepreneurship and business development to students. 

a. Profile of participants/wannabe entrepreneurs  

STEP-C is part of FORTH and provides Incubation services to academic spin-offs and start-ups, 

established mainly by students, researchers and university graduates. 

b. Narrative of the previous learning experience  

STEP-C has long experience in providing training and mentoring services to startup companies 

and researches willing to commercialise their research results. Training seminars and 

materials have been prepared and are available to interested people in the following areas: 

Basics of entrepreneurship, evaluation and exploitation of intellectual property rights, new 

product development, networking and clustering, financing and internationalisation. 

STEP-C participated in several R&D projects financed by the EU as Technology Transfer and 

Intellectual Property expert, providing support to research groups to evaluate, protect and 

commercialise their intellectual outputs. 

c. Important tips and findings from the case / Lessons learnt 

Strong expertise in Technology Transfer and commercialisation to support the development 

of start-ups and academic spin-offs.  
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There are still areas for improvement, in particular on capacity building among the new 

entrepreneurs in the areas of marketing of new products, financing new business and 

evaluation of intellectual capital.  

III.  Conclusions  

STEP-C main goal is to contribute to the development of an innovative environment in the 

region of Crete and support new business development and entrepreneurial behaviour of 

young people. 

During its 25 years of operation, over 60 new business have been supported and graduated 

from the incubation as well as a high number of students and young graduates have been 

trained in entrepreneurship and business development. 

IV. Links and references  

www.stepc.gr (website of STEP-C, also information about tenant and graduated companies) 

V. Annexes (photos, links etc.)  

 

I. Case Overview  

Grzegorz Lisowicz, Info-Projekt IT  

a. Profile of participants  

Executive manager in the SME/ IT company, employing appr. 35 staff.  

b. Narrative of the learning experience  

I was informed about the implementation of the project from the very beginning as part of 

the external advisory board. Therefore, I was aware of the topics of the e-learning from an 

early stage of the project development. When the platform was ready in the Polish language 

version I registered as a participant. However, I already checked some components of the 

course some time before, together with staff from Danmar Computers. Overall, I think it is a 

good idea to provide a toolbox including e-learning, webinars, self-assessment and a mode for 

sharing experience with others. Users themselves can decide which tool is more attractive for 

http://www.stepc.gr/
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them and the sequence of activities to follow. It is also good that some parts do not require 

registration, as some individuals may leave the page faced with this obligation. I wasn’t 

entirely convinced with the registration process. I would say that since this project result is an 

open educational resource, in my opinion any additional step requiring the provision of data 

before accessing the course does not fully reflect the “openness”, even if the course is for free. 

On the other hand, if users insert their data while registration, the project partners can contact 

them for feedback on their learning experience or to provide additional information on 

internationalization strategies or remaining project activities. Speaking about the content of 

the modules, it is well-chunked and so to be used by businesses at different stages of an 

internationalization process. However, due to the fact that going international is a complex 

and long process, a lot of time and effort is required to learn about all the procedures and 

requirements to benefit from the expansion to international market. Some starting points are 

related to research, promotion and deciding on the type of business to set up, and this 

information can be learnt from the INDIGIT e-learning. I can say the programme meets my 

initial expectations.  

c. Important tips and findings from the case  

The webinars enrich the learning experience, being an alternative to text-only content. The 
most interesting are the video tutorials, also the fact that they are available on YouTube, so 
they can be easily shared. The fact that the webinars were recorded by partners themselves, 
with the physical face of the speaker shown on screen, makes them more personal.  
Internationalization is a complex and long process, and a lot of time and effort is necessary, 
besides the know-how, to go international. What is priceless is also the network of contacts 
facilitating the implementation of various business activities, especially in the context of 
internationalization, where the experience shared by others can simplify or lead to specific 
actions. For me as an IT person, digital aspects are important, e.g. that I can carry out 
administrative work from the PC, analysis data collected in the system or carry our advertising 
campaigns online.  
 
II. Conclusions  

The learning toolkit provides useful training paths for would-be, current and future 
entrepreneurs, not necessarily planning internationalization, but anyone interested in 
acquiring knowledge on the topics addressed in the training modules. Additionally, users are 
faced with a choice of different digital tools to choose from (exercises, webinars, discussion 
group, etc.), which also facilitates engagement / motivation in using the project results. 
 
III. Annexes (photos taken during the piloting, etc.)  

Piloting was conducted online. 

Contact information http://www.info-projekt-it.pl/formularz-kontaktowy.html 
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I. Case Overview  

Dariusz Cegliński, DC Center 

a. Profile of participants  

Owner of SME/ training company, collaborating with appr. 10 professionals. 

b. Narrative of the learning experience  

I mainly focused on checking the digital solution applied to the proposed learning material. 

However, my overall impression of the training programme was positive, and I can say this 

about the topics, content and structure. The content of the training and the digital solutions 

applied for the implementation of the training in an online mode are satisfactory enough to 

engage anyone thinking about internationalization to follow the course. I can also express my 

satisfaction with the webinars. I think they are an effective solution for people lacking enough 

time to follow traditional learning content. I have this observation also from my own practice, 

where I have to regularly come up with newer approaches to engage my learners. I am only 

not sure about the self-assessment – although it recommends a learning path based on the 

answers of a user, the user may already have chosen the modules to investigate, which will 

not be the same as allocated by the system. On the other hand, the self-assessment can be an 

optional tool. Users that are not sure which modules to start working on will definitely benefit 

from the tool. 

c. Important tips and findings from the case  

It is good that after enrolling in the course there is no time limit and the material remains 
available for users to continue learning at their own time and pace. There are many 
advantages from webinars. You can take notes while listening, at the same time not losing 
time. You have the feeling the webinar is designed especially for you. You can go back to them 
at any time and how many times you want to, and each time you will detect new information. 
Visuals are easier to remember than plain text. Additionally, with a figure on the screen, there 
is the impression that you are participating in a live session. 
 

II. Conclusions  

The toolkit is a comprehensive learning resource. It is good for those starting to think about 

internationalization, but also anyone that is interested in the topic and not necessarily 

planning to or with the capacities to go international. Experienced entrepreneurs can also 

consult the material and review their base of information or resort for the contact with others 

like themselves, but at international level, for the exchange of experience. An asset to the 

training programme is the presence of webinars and other interactive content, which makes 

the material more attractive. 

III. Annexes (photos taken during the piloting, etc.)  

Piloting was conducted online.  
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Contact information dariusz.ceglinski@interia.pl  

 

I. Case Overview 

Giedrė Klimaitė, giedre.klima@gmail.com 

a. Profile of participants 

Front-End Web development, APP creation. Individual business. 

b. Narrative of the learning experience 

The way the information is presented is very convenient. After the system assessed my level 

of knowledge, I received very targeted references on learning topics. Then I was able to 

successfully delve into the topics. Very conveniently formed systems, easy to take extra interest 

and discover more necessary information. I was very pleased with the links in the topics, which 

allowed me to take a deeper and wider look at the topics. 

Moreover,  the systematized information was as if it were personal notes that make it easy to 

review the information and to repeat it. Particularly useful was the information that I used for 

clarification of my plan to implement the internationalization project. 

c. Important tips and findings from the case 

Is the training toolkit a useful learning tool for adult entrepreneurs?  
Absolutely yes. 
The most important and useful topic was “How to create your own international networking 
strategy”. Moreover the information provided in the system helps you to answer the most 
important questions on this topic. What I value most is that the information is adaptable in the 
works. And it is much easier to form an overall broader picture of the work process and the logical 
sequence of actions. 

 

 

I. Case Overview  

Tomas Proscevičius, tomas.proscevicius@gmail.com 

a. Profile of participants  

Entrepreneur, small business in the field of 3D printing services for local market, consulting 

startups.  

b. Narrative of the learning experience  

mailto:dariusz.ceglinski@interia.pl
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Learning material and learning platform was very useful and quite innovative tool. A big 
amount of different topics were uploaded in one place. Young business can find relevant 
topics. Corporate marketing issues and the search for business partners abroad are the two 
most relevant topics. As the my business covers only Lithuanian market, the training made me 
think about selling the service to foreign clients. Marketing video lectures will accelerate 
potential expansion abroad and the search for potential customers. I am pleased to have the 
opportunity to participate in this project. 
 

c. Important tips and findings from the case  

The training program was useful. Lecturers demonstrated high competence. The learning 
platform is user friendly and easy to manage. This platform can be recommended to friends 
or other businesses as a source of concentrated information. During the COVID-19 pandemic, 
it was a great opportunity to test online learning and discover its benefits by working remotely. 
On line trainings saved a lot of time because there was no need to travel. Despite of 
advantages of these trainings and training tools, I felt a lack of communication and networking 
with other training participants 
 

6. Lessons learned during best practice collection  
 

IN_DIGIT2EU training helped me understand the Dimensional model of SMEs internationalization ( 

Institutions – Business Associations – Personal Relationships) and how I, as an SME's owner to utilize 

it. Also, how many cultures differences between North-South - East Europe there are. 

The dissemination of the IN_DIGIT2EU project and of the piloting phase of the Online Learning 

Platform, in Portugal, was made through the combination of different approaches: dissemination 

through key stakeholders (eg. local business associations, national networks of incubators and science 

parks), dissemination through website and social media pages, one-to-one contact with entrepreneurs 

and companies. 

PK, a young entrepreneur developing an online platform and service in the field of marketplace, was 

engaged in the piloting phase through a one-to-one contact. During the contact, IN_DIGIT2EU project, 

objectives and outputs were presented, and the piloting phase was explained. As a new and promising 

learning tool to support the internationalization strategy of the business, the entrepreneur showed his 

immediate interest in testing it. 

The experimentation was made by the entrepreneur at home, during COVID-19 lockdown period. A 

staff member of the PT partner remained available online to support the experimentation through 

guidance, clarification of doubts or any other need felt by the participant. 

The experimentation of the Online Learning Platform raised no questions or needs for support as, 

according to the entrepreneur, no problems were found in the testing experience. 
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After the experimentation period, the entrepreneur communicated its conclusion. Short after he was 

contacted to provide information on the experience.   

I found the material and relevant bibliography very useful. The real – life cases/examples given 

were also useful as well the videos/webinars. The negative I would record is that although we 

were told that we could communicate with other participants from other countries to exchange 

views and even work together on a project was not materialised.  

Conducting training with different groups of participants (unemployed, low-skilled, professionals, 

technicians, other) characterized by different learning styles (theorists, pragmatics, other) unfolds the 

need to adjust training programmes every time a training is organized. This is especially important in 

the case of disabled learners, and we have learned this over time. On the other hand, experience from 

training so many people, enriches the trainers’ perspective and approach towards education.  

A lesson learnt from the participation in Erasmus+ projects is that adults in different countries of the 

EU are characterised by different learning difficulties and as a result different approaches should be 

designed to support their training and growth. 

The main advantage in this case study is the quick reaction to the changing environment, that 

enabled Kaunas CCIC to provide relevant training and seminars to the companies at the exact 

time they needed them. This switching online enabled not to lose the clients (members), but 

to support them and provide with the information and material on new competences needed 

in this exchanging environment.  However, the online events are limiting one very important 

mission of Kaunas CCIC – to enable the members to Network. Therefore there is a need for 

new tools that would enable not just to present or discuss online, bust as well Network online.  

In most cases, training participants appreciate interactive teaching methods. The BONUS 

project (http://ibonus.eu/en/ ) provided training for mentors, economics and business 

teachers. All training material such as videos, slides, handbooks and other tools are uploaded 

on BONUS platform. The main advantage is that useful information can be obtained in one 

place and at any time; it is possible to study independently or engage in mentoring activities. 

Currently, because of the situation caused because of COVID-19 pandemic, new 

projects/trainings will be organized in blended learning approach. Some part of trainings will 

be organized on line (Zoom or other communication platform), and some workshops will be 

organized in traditional way. It is very important to choose appropriate communication 

platform. In accordance to practical experience, lecturers have to adopt training material and 

training practical activities to the on line teaching requirements. Usually, the participants of 

trainings or projects say that networking and real communication motivates to learn. 

http://ibonus.eu/en/
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Technological equipment for distance learning or communication is no less important than 

the platform used for training, so we purchase teleconferencing equipment, redesign 

workplaces so that they are mobile and normal indoor walls can be used as moderation 

boards. 

IN_DIGIT2EU training helped me understand the way of communication, German people's 

requirements in business, etc. Helped me to understand the fraud of the first company and 

to give an excellent interview 

The systematic research and needs identification with the client at hand helps to design 

training sessions that are specific to the trainees, which is a very practical way to organise 

trainings. Also, a good blend of f2f and online training options are greatly appreciated by 

clients/trainees. Lastly, the continuous support from a real trainer/coach helps to maximise 

the training results, which is a crucial lesson learnt from this case study for our INDIGIT course.  

The resources and the links provided to relevant to each module websites were useful to 

identify additional sources of information. The case studies were also useful to understand 

the theory of each module while the exercises and the quizzes were helpful to refresh the 

knowledge acquired and to find parts of the modules which you may require to pay attention 

to.  

Through the organization of initiatives for the development of new business opportunities, we 

learn from our clients about arising user expectations and about the needs of would-be 

entrepreneurs in starting their businesses. Working with entrepreneurs expands the 

perspective and allows us to contribute to innovation.  

Thanks to the participation in EU projects we have a chance to provide training in a broader 

context with international exchange of good practices and experience. On the other hand, 

while working with SMEs, we can better understand the needs imposed by the market to 

better adjust the training courses we deliver and the projects we participate in.  

Some prons and cons were discovered in using different learning activities. Face to face 

learning activities are useful when you want to ensure the social contact of the participants, 

organize interactive activities, get to know the emotions of the participants. Distance learning 

is attractive to participants due to the opportunity to learn anytime from anywhere. However, 

if synchronous training takes place, the lecturer faces the challenge of paying enough 

attention to each participant. In order to provide high-quality distance or blended learning 

training, the lecturer must carefully consider the course of the training, properly select the 
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training material and formulate the tasks. In distance training, it is crucial to motivate 

participants to complete the course. 

Sometimes participants of face to face trainings says that distance learning cannot substitute 

the contact learning, and especially when it comes to practice learning. And Lean is usually 

about practice. 

Strong expertise in Technology Transfer and commercialisation to support the development 

of start-ups and academic spin-offs.  

There are still areas for improvement, in particular on capacity building among the new 

entrepreneurs in the areas of marketing of new products, financing new business and 

evaluation of intellectual capital.  

The webinars enrich the learning experience, being an alternative to text-only content. The 

most interesting are the video tutorials, also the fact that they are available on YouTube, so 

they can be easily shared. The fact that the webinars were recorded by partners themselves, 

with the physical face of the speaker shown on screen, makes them more personal.  

Internationalization is a complex and long process, and a lot of time and effort is necessary, 

besides the know-how, to go international. What is priceless is also the network of contacts 

facilitating the implementation of various business activities, especially in the context of 

internationalization, where the experience shared by others can simplify or lead to specific 

actions. For me as an IT person, digital aspects are important, e.g. that I can carry out 

administrative work from the PC, analysis data collected in the system or carry our advertising 

campaigns online.  

It is good that after enrolling in the course there is no time limit and the material remains 

available for users to continue learning at their own time and pace. There are many 

advantages from webinars. You can take notes while listening, at the same time not losing 

time. You have the feeling the webinar is designed especially for you. You can go back to them 

at any time and how many times you want to, and each time you will detect new information. 

Visuals are easier to remember than plain text. Additionally, with a figure on the screen, there 

is the impression that you are participating in a live session. 

The training program was useful. Lecturers demonstrated high competence. The learning 

platform is user friendly and easy to manage. This platform can be recommended to friends 

or other businesses as a source of concentrated information. During the COVID-19 pandemic, 

it was a great opportunity to test online learning and discover its benefits by working remotely. 
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On line trainings saved a lot of time because there was no need to travel. Despite of 

advantages of these trainings and training tools, I felt a lack of communication and networking 

with other training participants 

 

7. Conclusions and recommendations  
The toolkit is a comprehensive learning resource. It is good for those starting to think about 

internationalization, but also anyone that is interested in the topic and not necessarily 

planning to or with the capacities to go international. Experienced entrepreneurs can also 

consult the material and review their base of information or resort for the contact with others 

like themselves, but at international level, for the exchange of experience. An asset to the 

training programme is the presence of webinars and other interactive content, which makes 

the material more attractive. 

The learning toolkit provides useful training paths for would-be, current and future 

entrepreneurs, not necessarily planning internationalization, but anyone interested in 

acquiring knowledge on the topics addressed in the training modules. Additionally, users are 

faced with a choice of different digital tools to choose from (exercises, webinars, discussion 

group, etc.), which also facilitates engagement / motivation in using the project results. 

The learning toolkit provides useful training paths for would-be, current and future 

entrepreneurs, not necessarily planning internationalization, but anyone interested in 

acquiring knowledge on the topics addressed in the training modules. Additionally, users are 

faced with a choice of different digital tools to choose from (exercises, webinars, discussion 

group, etc.), which also facilitates engagement / motivation in using the project results. 

The learning course improved the knowledge of busines model, international market, also 

provided useful information about e-commerce and clusters, gained knowledge will be useful 

in growth of our starup company.   

Finally, for my understanding communication is a key to success.  In every step above, an 

effective communication is needed to ensure continues improvement. Everyone should know 

what the change like will be, who is responsible. What is more it is important for training 

participants, that lector/consultant is for training and actions must be taken independently by 

themselves. 
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